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Introduction 
 
This document gives a simple introduction to stepwise multivariate regression analysis to 
identify mediating variables using Stata created in August 2018 for Centre for Ageing 
Research in the Environment (CARE), National University of Singapore. The data 
“GCP1261” is confidential and may be requested from CARE for research purposes. 
 
Regression Analysis 
 
Regression analysis starts with the assumption of statistical correlation which can be said to 
occur between two normally-distributed variables with significant shared pattern of 
variances. Variance is the degree to which a distribution varies from its mean. A dartboard 
with darts near the outer ring will have a greater variance than a dartboard with darts near 
the centre, if their distances to bull’s eye are calculated. We might hypothesise that 
“distance” and “score” are correlated, such that when distance decreases score increases and 
vice versa. Regression analysis tells us whether these variables have share significant pattern 
of variances, or covariance. As such, regression analysis is also known as ANalysis Of 
VAriances (ANOVA).  
 
Significance 
 
By convention, significance or p-value (P>|t| in Stata) of  

• 0.001 or less are deemed extremely significant (***);  
• 0.010 or less deemed very significant (**);  
• 0.050 or less deemed significant (*); 
• 0.100 or less deemed approaching significance (†). 

The main variable (e.g., score) entered in the regression analysis is said to correlate with 
variable(s) with significance of 0.050 or less (e.g., distance).  
 
Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 
We may want take into account players’ experience, whether they have undergone 
coaching, and their mental state at the time of the game etc. These additional considerations 
result in more than two variables in the regression analysis, making it a multivariate 
regression analysis. By convention, we may choose to keep some of these co-variables (e.g., 
age, gender, ethnicity) in the regression results even if we find them to be insignificant, 
especially if they give better model fit, which is the degree to which the model or the set of 
variables included in a multivariate regression analysis can account for the main variable’s 
variances.  



 
Stepwise Regression Analysis 
 
In stepwise multivariate regression analysis, we conduct two or more multivariate 
regression analyses one after another for the same main variable Y. Typically, 

• the first model should have at least one significant variable; 
• subsequent model(s) will involve the same set of variables and additional significant 

variable(s); 
• model fit, gauged adjusted R-squared (Adj R-squared in Stata) should increase from 

one model to the next. Typical adjusted R-squared values reported in journal articles 
vary greatly from discipline to discipline. 

 
Mediating Variables 
 
An additional significant variable M in a subsequent model that result in a decrease in 
significance (increase in p-value) of a previous significant variable X is known as a 
mediating variable; it mediates the relationship between X and Y. There are two types of 
mediation, namely 

• partial mediation, where X is still significant in a subsequent model; M partially 
mediates, or is partially the reason or pathway, between X and Y; and 

• full mediation, where X becomes insignificant upon addition of M; M fully mediates, 
or must be in the pathway, between X and Y; there is no other way to get to Y from 
X without going through M. 

As you might have guessed by now, mediating variables are good for quantitatively 
explaining known relationships between two variables.  
 
Getting started 
 
Copy the code for each step into Stata’s command box, modifying as necessary, and press 
enter.  

1. Import into Stata an Excel file with first row containing variable names. For Mac, 
use /Users/yourname/Desktop/GCP1261part.xlsx or .dta without quotations. 

import excel D:\GCP1261part.xlsx, firstrow clear 
save "D:\GCP1261part.dta" 
use "D:\GCP1261part.dta", clear 
 

2. Generate binary (0 or 1) variable “minrace” to indicate minority race with 
minrace=1. “g4” is ethnicity. Chinese respondents were indicated with g4=1. “.” 
means missing value. 

gen minrace=0 if g4==1 
replace minrace=1 if minrace==. 
 

3. Generate the first model. 
regress rpmhi OpenX g1 g2 g3 minrace g5 g6 g7 g9 g10 hrqol gds, beta 
 



a. Copy the regression coefficients and significance table and paste in Excel 
using wizard. After pasting click on paste options and select Wizard. Click 
Finish. Also copy the other information including Number of obs, R-squared, 
and Adj R-squared. 

b. Select the significance column and use Conditional Formatting to highlight 
values equal to or less than 0.050. 

4. Add additional variables to the model and repeat step 3 until mediating variables, if 
any, are found. 
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